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Washington Branch-Montefiore School as a field adjustment 
teacher, which position she now holds • 
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This study seeks to investigate what factors associatea 
with the adjustment of one hundred delinquent girls, in attend-
ance at the Washington Branch-Montefiore School, are of signifi-
cance. Of these one hundred girls, fifty made a satisfactory 
adjustment to the requirements of this special school and fifty 
failed to do so. By studying such factors as can be obtained 
from the material sent by the previous school and from the case 
history taken at enrollment, the writer hopes to discover those 
factors which are associated with success, and those factors 
which threaten failure. If this can be done, it should be possi-
ble eventually to predict a pupil's ease or difficulty of adjust-
ment to the school at the time she enrolls. 
Such a prediction, if pOSSible, would help the class-
room teachers and the field adjustment teacher to become aware at 
the start of those pupils who need the most help. 
Previously the field adjustment teacher has predicted a 
girl's adjustment to the school on a subjective basis solely. It. 
seemed likely to her that a girl would do well if she had: 
(1) normal intelligence 
1 
> 
(2) truancy as her most serious behavior problem 
(3) an unbroken home (both parents living together) 
(4) no physical handicap 
(5) religious training (family goes to some church). 
It is hoped that this study will determine whether 
2 
these factors chosen by guesswork are significant or whether 





For the purposes of this study the definition of delin-
quency stated in the Statutes of the State of Illinois will be 
used: 
A delinquent is defined as a boy under 17 or a girl 
under 18 who violates any law of the state; is incorrigible, 
knowingly associating with thieves, vicious or immoral 
persons; without just cause and without the consent of its 
parents, guardian or custodian absents itself from its home 
or place of abode; is growing up in idleness or crime; know-
ingly frequents a house of ill repute; knowingly frequents 
any shop or plac8 where any gaming device is operated; fre-
quents any shop and/or saloon where intoxicating liquors 
are sold; patronizes or visits any public poolroom or bucket-
shop; habitually wanders about railroad yards or tracks, or 
jumps on any moving train, or enters any car or engine with-
out authority; uses vile, obscene, vulgar, profane, or inde-
cent language, or is guilty of indecent or lascivious con-
duct. 
Delinquency is always with us but attitudes toward it 
undergo change. As a sample of ancient attitudes, Deut. 21, 
18- 21, reads, 
If a man have a stubborn and rebellious son, that will 
not obey the voice of his father, or the voice of his mother, 
and though they chasten him, will not hearken unto them; 
then shall his father and his mother lay hold on him, and 
bring him unto the elders of his city, and unto the gate of 
lIllinois Revised statutes, chap. 28, secs. 103 sq. 
3 
-4 
his place; and they shall say unto the elders of his city, 
"This our Eon is stubborn and rebellious t he will not obey 
our voice, he i2 a glutton and a drunkard. It .. Luld all of the 
men of his city shall stone him to death with stones. 
The elders of the city may have constituted the first 
type of juvenile court. 2 Their attitude of severity was common 
for centuries, but gradually the idea of punishment as the sole 
method of treatment changed. ITinety-eight years ago, Mother Mary 
of St. Suphrasia lelletier worked out these practical rules for 
directing the classes of the House of the. Good Shepherd: 
Speak little and punish rarely [said the Hother 
Foundress). Win the children by manners contrary to that to 
which they have been accustoI:1ed in the past. It is best to 
treat the rudest of these poor children with the finest con-
sideration and the greatest delicacy. Spare them anything 
that would excite them to impatience or dishearten them. 
They are always morbidly sensitive. One offensive word may 
leave a wound kindness cannot heal. Avoid using contemp-
tuous, humiliating terms, reproaching a child for defects 
she cannot correct. 
l?roud persons have a great repugnance to asking pardon. 
It is often better not to oblige them to do it. The slifht-
est show of contempt drives such :,Prsons to revolt. :Public 
reprimands are generally unprofitable. These children are 
'~~0:r." easily touched by being shown that their faults render 
their good ~ualities useless. 
Authority is a certain air, a certain ascendancy which 
commands respect. It is neither age nor stature nor tone of 
voice, but a character of the mind e~ual, firm, always self-
possessed, guided by reason, never acting by caprice or 
passion. Do not expose yourself to being disobeyed or 
treated with disrespect. Observe your children, learn from 
them. Each class, as well as each individual, has a pecul-
iar character which should be observed and studied. Give 
2I:'aul W. Alexander, "Of Juvenile Court Justice and 
Judges," Redirectins the Delinquent, ed. Uarjorie Bell (1947 
Yearbook, ITational lrobation and Farole Association), p. 187. 
-the children praise when you can. 
placed upon the children the more 
The fewer restraints 3 
effectual they will be. 
5 
These precepts sound as modern as if they came from the 
lips of a present day psychiatrist, and it was due to such illlder-
standing teachers and thinkers that the way was prepared for the 
establishment of the Juvenile Court of Chicago in 1899, the first 
Children's Court in the world. 4 This court placed its emphasis 
on the individual child, his needs, his protection, his treatment. 
One of the first undertakings of the Juvenile Court was to set up 
a separate place for detention care, so that when detention was 
~ecessary, the children were removed from the jails which they 
~ad formerly shared with the adults. Later, care of dependent 
and feebleminded children was added to the court's jurisdiction. 
lLater still, p·sychiatric study of delinquents was introduced to 
pontribute its viewpoint through the diagnosis and recommendations 
~hich go to the presiding judge, or one of his referees if the 
pase is being heard for the first t ille. 
The Juvenile Court of Chicago consists of seven divi.-
~ions5: Judic:ial, Business, :P sychiatric, Stenographic, Record 
3Anna Elizabeth King, chan~ing the Delinquent Attitude 
(Master f s Thesis; Cleveland, Ohio: choorof Applied Social 
~ciences of Western Reserve University, 1927), p. 80. 
4Mimeographed Letter from Harry Hill, Chief Frobation 
bfficer, of Information for Students regarding the Juvenile Court 
pi Cook County, 1949, p. 2. 
5Board of Commissioners of Cook County, Annual Report 




Library, :rolics and :trobation. 
The Folice Division consists of thirty-seven Juvenile 
Officers under a Sergeant assigned by the Commissioner of Police 
of the City of Chicago and of seven officers under a Lieutenant 
assigned by the Commanding Officer of the xark Folice. They 
work under rules drawn up by Judge Robert Jerome Dunne. 
The Probation Division is the chief point of contact 
with the school. Its Complaint Departm.ent sifts and assigns 
cases we refer, and follow-up work is done through the Investi-
gation Department, Delinquent Boys, Family Supervision, Tempo-
rary Care, and Child ~lacing Departments. A Court Dispensary 
serves all of these departments. Thirty-two per cent of the 
girls who transfer to Washington Branch-Montefiore School have 
"before or after" supervision by the Juvenile Court of Chicago. 
Another agency which has been and is at the forefront 
in the fight to curb delinquency is the Chicago Area Iroject, 
started in 1934 by Clifford Shaw and his associates as a result 
of his investigation mentioned on page 29. The Project 
is formulated in terms of a study and analysiS of the local 
community situation to the end that local residents and 
natural groupings such as gangs, clubs, play groups, 
churches, adult societies and councils, with their own 
prestige values and leadership, may be utilized in a 
program of recreation,6 
social education and community action. 
6Council of Social Agencies of Chicago, Social Service 
Directory (Chicago: 1948), p. 208. 
b 
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The ?roject is supported by private contributions and 
to date has developed eight functioning community committees 
which have increased educational and recreational opportunities; 
operated summer camps, in two cases, building their own camps; 
and have encouraged adult residents, particularly ex-delinquents 
to work directly with delinquent and predelinquent children. 
The ex-delinquents have been outstandingly successful in this 
work as they know from experience the problems of the youngsters 
and how to deal with them. 7 
The philosophy8 underlying Shaw's work is that resi-
dents of low-income areas are posse8sed of the same inherent 
talents, initiative and ingenuity as people elsewhere. They, as 
individuals, can accept responsibility for defining objectives, 
formulating policies, and providing financial support. 
Since the girls of our school come from allover 
Chicago, every bit of work done in any local coa~unity benefits 
certain of our pupils. 
In 1929 the Montefiore Special School, designed to do 
a preventive job in the field of juvenile delinquency, was 
started. Edward H. Stullken, its first and its present ?rinci-
pal, was commissioned by the Superintendent of Schools to make 
7The Chicago Area ?roject (Three-page, printed, public-
ity leaflet). 
. BJohn B. Martin, J1A New Attack on Delinquency, If 
!!.arper's Hagazine, CLXXXVIII (1944), 501-12. 
> 
"a nationwide survey to learn what other metropolitan school 
systems were dOing to meet the problem of preventing juvenile 
delinquency.u9 This school was a result. It opened its doors 
8 
at 461 J:Torth Sangamon Street, but after five years moved to 655 
';1e st Fourteenth Street, where it is now. Gradually branch 
schools were added until it covers the whole city in its 
service. The Washington Branch-Montefiore School for girls 
opened at 1000 West Grand Avenue in February, 1943. The Social 
Service Department of the school was organized in September, 
1945. 
The purpose of this branch school is to [ive girls 
who have failed to adjust in their regular classrooms a chance 
to try again under easier circumstances. 
For instance, :1ashington Br~anch is a small school. 
~lementary pupils come from schools averaging two hundred to 
three thousand enrollees, while higb school pupils had school 
populat ions of two thousand to five thousand in their home 
schools. At Washington Branch the average enrollment at anyone 
time is one hundred fifty although three to four hundred girls 
may be in the school in the course of a year. This means that 
there is much more of a family atmosphere; that classes average 
fifteen to twenty instead of thirty-five to fifty pupils; that 
~10ntefiore Special School, Annual Report for 1946-
1947 (Chicago: J?rint Shop and Craft Laboratory, I,Iontefiore 
Special School), p. 58. 
9 
a girl knows every pupil in the school end every teacher and 
school worker within a few days time; that the teachers can take 
a personal interest in each pupil and can give individual help 
in any subject which baffles the girl or in which she is 
retarded. 
Many of the girls who enroll in Washington Branch are 
called by their parents and teachers "boy crazy. 11 At the 
schools they came from frequently their interest in certain boys 
in their classes had seriously interfered with their study. At 
Washington Branch, since it is a school for girls only, this 
factor is eliminated during school hours, and it makes it much 
easier for many girls to do well in their school work. 
At Washington Branch, because the girls come from all 
sections of Chicago and in some cases the distance is very great, 
carfare is paid by the school and lurch 'is provided free. This 
relieves the strain of daily need for school funds in the low-
income families. 
Vlashington Branch is properly called "a social adjust-
ment center,,,IO and no stigma should attach to any pupil trans-
ferred to it. Also the curriculum is gauged to very practical 
subjects as the majority of girls leave when sixteen to get 
married or to take a job. Every girl has the chance to take 
lOStatement of ~dward H. Stullken, :Principal of Monte-




cooking, sewing, grooming, and typing, in addition to English, 
mathematics, social studies, art,gym, and glee club. English 
and mathematics are taught by the individual unit method, where-
by the pupil competes only with her own past record. 
The household arts department is very popular with the 
girls. They have a complete apartment to work in with the best 
in equipment: electric and foot sewing machines, high cutting 
tables, electric and gas cook stoves, a Bendix washing machine 
and mangle, spun glass draperies in the living room and dinette, 
attractive furniture and pictures, dishes and table service. 
The girls prepare and serve many special luncheons; they plan 
and prepare birthday and farewell parties for the girls in their 
class in addition to their regular class training in balanced 
diet applied to regular meals. In their sewing classes they 
make blouses, skirts, and aprons for themselves; in grooming 
they learn to wash and set hair, sometimes giving a home perma-
nent; and to give acceptable manicures. 
Girls in certain families where washing facilities are 
negligible wash and iron all their clothes at school so they can 
look as nice as the other pupils. 
Another study which rates high with the girls is 
typing. In the regular high school no pupil can study typing 
until she reaches third-year high school. At washington Branch 
all pupils, elementary and high school, take typing from the 
time they enroll. The writer knows of three girls who took 
> 
typing jobs and held them on the basis of training secured 
solely at Washington Branch. 
11 
There are eight teachers in the school. At the time 
this research was made, it happened that three teachers were on 
leaves of absence with substitutes taking their places. So only 
the five regularly assigned teachers participated in this study. 
Each teacher has taken special training for her work with 
troubled, maladjusted girls. 
In addition to the regular and substitute teachers, 
the school employs the full-time services of an assistant princi-
pal (the principal has his office at lilontefiore Special School 
and is at the school irregularly), a health improvement director, 
a truant officer, and a field adjustment teacher. 
The Assistant l'rincipal has charge of program, disci-
pline, and general management under the supervision of the Erin-
cipal. 
The Health Improvement Director administers first aid, 
takes the girls to showers, and takes them in her car for dental 
and medical appointments in the cases where the families cannot 
provide proper care. 
The Compulsory Education Department of the Board of 
Education is represented in the school by the truant officer. 
She visits the homes of girls who are truanting; she brings them 
to school, and in cases where a Earental Petition is necessary, 
she s~~ons the parent and pupil to the Juvenile Court. 
b 
12 
The title of field adjustment teacher is the one the 
writer of this thesis bears. Her work at the school can be 
broken down into three part s: first, the part concerned with 
enrollment at the ",7ashington Branch School. This inc 1 ude s the 
taking of the case history, clearance with Social Service 
Exchange and an explanation of the school's rules and customs to 
the girl and her parents. 
The second part has to do with adjustment difficulties 
as they arise in the day-to-day prosram or as home problems 
intrude into the school nicture. The field adjustment teacher 
tries to interpret these problems and the girl's reaction in a 
way ~hich will lead to a more realistic handling of them. She 
visits the girl's home and frequently finds it necessary to 
contact slJecific social agenci?s to ask their help. Sometimes 
clothes or other forms of reI ief are needed, frequently there is 
a need for more whole8ome recreation facilities, for Big Sister 
friendlinep·s and interest, or the home conditions may be so 
wretched that the case is referred to the Juvenile Court for 
thr:dr investigation. =';;verything possible is done to help and 
befriend the firl. 
The third part of the field adjustment teacher's job is 
chiefly clerical--writing rmlning records, requests for Child 
Study examinations, ..i?arental £eti tions, and ansY;ering letters 
from other social agencies. 
Let us examine the history of an adjusted pupil and of 
b 
13 
one who failed to adjust. 
IB represents the successful girl. She transferred to 
Washington Branch in 7B, a colored girl, thirteen years of age, 
with an I. Q. of 91. IB's mother had died ten years previously. 
Her father was seventy-seven years old and on pension of $86.00 
per month from the Edison Company. In the home in addition to 
IB were the following siblings: a brother twenty-three years 
old, employed at a printing company; a sister of sixteen, attend-
ing Marshall High School; and a brother ten years old, in 5B 
grade at the Tennyson School. Five other children were married 
and away. 
The-family lived in five fairly well-kept rooms in a 
commercial neighborhood on the west side of Chicago and paid 
twenty dollars per month rent. 
IB's School l?roblem read: "Reason for transfer: 
Incorrigibility and fighting." Under "Report of School Behavior" 
it said: "Flagrant and continuous defiance of ~rincipal's 
orders, quarreling on school grounds, fighting on street, and 
vicious attack on child in classroom. 1t IE had been suspended 
one day at 2: 30 :E. I~l. to prevent a fight but she had returned at 
3:00 ~. M. to attack the children. 
IB enrolled in Washington Branch on December 16, 1946, 
and all seemed to go well. In February, 1947, through the coop-
eration of the director and girls' worker at Chicago Commons, 
Which is across the street from the school, the field adjustment 
.. 
14 
teacher arranged for a weekly girls r club to meet at the end of 
school, 3:00 P. 11., for the girls particularly lacking recreation 
facilities in their home neighborhoods. IB was invited to join 
this, and it wasn't long before the girls' worker reported that 
IB was very responsible and a leader among the club girls. When 
summer came, because of her helpfulness in the club, IB VIlas 
offered reduced rates at the Commons Summer Camp. She asked the 
field adjustment teacher to explain the whole matter to her 
father and see if she could get his consent. The father was 
pleased and said he could pay the fees but could not buy the 
bathing suit that was on the camp list of needs. The school was 
able to help with this from a special school fund. In the fall 
we learned that IB had been the only Negro girl at the camp, and 
at first she had suffered from homesickness and loneliness. How-
the girls' worker of the club was there to encourage IB, and 
soon she was participating in every activity that the camp 
offered. She made a place for herself and was accepted by her 
fellOW campers. 
A new semester started. Had IB gained complete con-
trol of her temper? Were her fighting days over? Twice in the 
fall of 1947 IB was brought to the office. Once she had been 
reprimanded by a teacher and responded by (in the words of the 
teacher) "the most murderous look I ever saw in a student
'
s eye," 
but she did not attack. On the other occasion, IB said a fellOW 
student had pricked her with a pin, but it wasn't sufficient to 
> 
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cause any outcry. IB retaliated with a hatpin and this threw 
the room into commotion. IB was sent home to bring her father. 
She didn't return until the next morning and then came alone. 
She confided to the field adjustment teacher that she hadn't even 
told her father, as he had such a temper he would beat her very 
hard; besides, he had heart trouble and could never climb the 
four flights of stairs to the office. Would the field adjust-
ment teacher talk with her father? She did and the father 
talked with IB's classroom teacher on the telephone statinG that 
IB would never do such a thing again, if the teacher would rein-
state her. The teacher consented and that was the last time IB 
was in trouble. Her attendance card was outstanding: From the 
day she enrolled, December 16, 1946, to the day she was gradu-
ated from the eighth grade, June 24, 1948, IB never had a tardy 
mark or an absence. Since IB's sister was graduated at the same 
time, when summer plans were discussed, Ur. B said he could pay 
nothing toward camp for IB (she was invited to return and was 
very eager to do so). Again the school came to her aid and paid 
the sixteen dollars needed for camp and transportation. The 
summer was enjoyable from the start as IE was "an old girl U this 
time. When September came she was given her transfer to Viells 
High School and is still enrolled there. 
In contrast FE is an example of an unsuccessful case. 
She was brought to Washington Branch on October 14, 1946, from 
the ";'lalsh School by a worker of the Halsted Inst i tut ional Church, 
> 
16 
who explained that FP's father had died of cancer a few days ago 
and her mother had been sent to Bridewell on a charge of drunl~en­
ness and disorderly conduct about the same time. P? was living 
in a dormitory with the three staff workers of the church until 
the Juvenile Court could arrange a foster home placement. The 
case had been referred to the Juvenile Court in 1iIay, 1946, 
because FE had stayed away from home overnight. 
According to the court record, Fi's mother was a 
chronic alcoholic who threw shovels and axes at her children 
when drinking or beat them with anything she could lay her hands 
on. (F? had a deep scar on her leg at the time of enrollment; 
fourteen stitches had been taken.) The mother had two daughters 
from a previous marriage 'who are novv marrieo.. In her marriage 
wi th I,lr. P she had four children: a son in the air force, seven-
teen years of a[;s; FP, our pupil, fifteen years, four months, 
with an I. Q. of 102; and two other girls of twelve and eight 
re spect i ve ly. 
Mr. 1:' had been sick with cancer and unable to work for 
over a year before his death. During the last months of his 
life F:E had taken the entire care of him, for he refused to go 
to Cook County Hospital until the very end. Twice during the 
last three months of his life he tried to comrnit suicide when he 
realized his condition was hopele ss. 
FE had got a job at a cafeteria so she could pay a 
doctor to see her father, and she admitted voluntary sex 
b 
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relations with a forty-year-old barber who paid her two dollars 
each time. 
FE found the change to supervision under three church 
workers oppressive. She tried to sneak out on them~ she was 
unresponsive to their efforts at kindness; they said they 
couldn It understand her. vThen her case was heard in December, 
they told the court that they could keep her no longer. In the 
meantime the mother had been released from Bridewell and had 
married again. Since the Juvenile Court worker had been unable 
to arrange a home placement, the judge allowed F? to return to 
her mother under court supervision in the hope that the step-
father could keep the mother from over-drinking. (He doled out 
a glass of whiskey to her night and morning and felt sure that 
he could handle the situation.) Things went fairly well until 
the middle of J~uary when FF came to school with black and blue 
marks allover her an~l a scratched-up face. The school reported 
this to the court and her worker decided that FF should stay in 
the Juvenile Detention Home until a permanent placement could be 
made. This was a hard blow to FE because she was preparing to 
be graduated on January 30, 1947. Our principal, since the 
school at the Juvenile Detention Home is also a branch of Monte-
fiore, arranged that Fl' could return for the day and be gradu-
ated with her class as planned. Wilen the great day arrived, her 
three church friends presented her with an attractive suit and a 
Corsage for the occasion; they also arranged with the court to 
.. 
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take FP to a show in the Loop after the graduation exercises 
with the promise to bring her back to the Detention Home in time 
for a party supper, when a cake in FP r s honor would be served to 
all the girls. All went well until the group started for the 
Detention Home, when FP bolted and ran away from them. She was 
on her own, whereabouts unknown, from January 30 to May 16, when 
the police picked her up and returned her to the Detention Home. 
She had contracted a venereal infection, had lost weight, looked 
malnourished, and her clothes and person were very dirty. The 
Juvenile Court promptly sent her to Geneva. This was a case of 
complete failure due to the advanced stage of delinquency before 




In searching the literature this investigator limited 
the area to prediction in the field of juvenile delinquency. 
One of the first significant studies was that by Sheldon and 
Eleanor Glueckl in 1934 to determine results of treatment of one 
thousand boy delinquents who had been sent by the Juvenile Court 
of Boston to the Judge Baker Foundation for examination and 
recommendations. On the basis of results a prediction chart was 
built. This was further perfected in a second study when a 
follow-up of the same boys was continued over a ten-year period. 
Conduct was analyzed with respect to a number of determining 
factors, such as (1) moral standards of childhood home; (2) 
number of children in the family; (3) conjugal relations of 
parents; (4) habits of offender; (5) time between first misbe-
havior and first arrest. From the relationships discovered, 
eight prediction tables were formed by which probability of 
success with different methods of treatment may be estimated. 
ISheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile Delinquents 
Grown ~ (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1940) , pp. viiit 
330. 
l~ 
In 1941 M. A. Drurea, working with J. C. Heston,2 
tested the hypothesis that personality factors which reliably 
differentiate delinquents from non-delinquents may be employed 
as an aid in the detection and diagnosis of potential delin-
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quency. He used the four xressy Interest-Aptitude Subtests with 
two groups of subjects: three hundred seventy-four boys, 
fourteen to seventeen years old, in the control group chosen at 
random from a school population; and seventy-four boys, fourteen 
to eighteen, labelled behavior problems by the authorities in a 
school system of a large city. llThe findings appear to attest 
the validity of the differential unit as a means whereby possible 
tendencies toward delinquent behavior may be discovered." 
Carl R. Rogers and C. C. Bennett3 in the same year 
reported an attempt to predict outcomes of treatment of two 
hundred problem children ranging from three to eighteen years of 
age. The component factor method of analysis was used at the 
beginning of the study and again after approximately two years 
of treatment. Eight factors were rated on a seven-point scale. 
The general findings were essentially: 
(1) The prediction regarding the total case picture 
2M. A • .ururea and J. C. Heston, llDifferential Diag-
nosis of :Lotential Delinquency, n American Journal of Orthopsy-
chiatry, II (1941),338-40. 
3Car1 R. Rogers and C. C. Bennett, "xredicting the 
Outcomes of Treatment, 11 ibid. t II (April, 1941) t 210-21. 
proved more accurate than estimates of most of its components. 
(2) Estimates in regard to educational influences 
were relatively inaccurate. 
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(3) Although dramatic improvement in family emotional 
tone was observed, predictions were most consistent in being 
overly hopeful in this area. 
(4) Estimates in gain of self-insight were particu-
larly successful. 
(5) \Vhere prescribed treatment plan was not carried 
out, prediction was poor. 
The final judgment of the investigators was that 
"essentially the accuracy of clinical prognosis depends upon the 
thoroughness of diagnosis. 1t 
H. A. Weeks4 in 1943 investigated the social back-
grolUlds of 420 delinquents between fourteen and eighteen years 
and a comparative group of 421 non-delinquent high school 
students by means of questionnaires. Fourteen social items dif-
ferentiated the two groups. ~eighted scores were devised to 
determine the effect of the total number of items. The result-
ing distribution of scores was markedly different for the two 
groups and the probability of delin~uency was calculated for 
each score level. These tables were applied to a new sample of 
4H. A. ~7eeks t U?redicting Juvenile 11elincJuency, if 
.American Sociological Review, VIII (1943) t 40- 6. 
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delinquent and non-delinquent youth with strong differentiation. 
Also in 1943 the development of multiple factor analy-
sis made it possible "to describe a group of diverse traits in 
terms of a much smaller number of fundamental factors. It This 
study was conducted by Henry ~art, R. L. Jenkins, Sidney Axelrod 
S:.!1(1 ?hi1ip Sperling5 with three hundred delinquent boys in the 
New York St ate Tr?4 r i.110 School for Boys. By multiple factor 
analysiS, tW"lnt:;.r-fi ve traits in delinquents were resolved into 
six factors, four relating to personality and two relating to 
association in group activity. The findings are too numerous to 
include in this brief re~iew, but the authors considered the 
results "significant enough to warrant more investigation." 
D. W. Tay10r 6 in 1946 made an analysis of predictions 
of delinquency based on case studies. One psychiatrist and t\"Jo 
social workers made independent predictions as to the future 
delinquency of seven hundred boys with protocols listing the 
reasons. There was a correlation above .80 on the judges' 
predictions out of a sample of 141, but there was much less 
agreement on the fifty-nine categories of protocol items. An 
effort to secure agreement a-r!long the jUUgAS by discussion was 
5Henry Harper Hart, R. L. Jenkins, Sidney .. 4.xelrod, and 
ihilip L. Sperling, "Multiple ]lactor Analysis of Traits of Delin-
quent Boys," Journal of Social £sychology, 1."VII (1943) t 191-201. 
6-0. 'IV. Taylor t nAn Analysis of Ire dict ions of Delin-
quency Based on Case Studies," Journal of Abnormal Social xsy-
chology, XLII (1947),45-56. 
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unsuccessful. 
Two earlier studies of great significance, not under-
taken for specific purposes of prediction but which lent them-
selves to that end, should be mentioned. 
In 1926 William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner7 collected 
data on four thousand juvenile off~nders, two thousand in Boston 
and two thousand in Chicago. Their numerous findings and plan 
for improved handling of delinquents have influenced all later 
workers. 
In 1929 Clifford Shaw8 made his eight-year study of 
sixty thousand delinquents from ten to sixteen years, relating 
their delinquency to their social Situation, specifically relat-
ing it to the urban areas in which they lived. Shaw prepared 
area maps and calculated the ratio of offenders to the total 
population of similar age and sex in the different areas of the 
city so that comparisons between areas could be made. 
7William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, Delinauents and 
Criminals, Their 1!aking and Unmaking: Studies in Two American 
Cities. Judge Baker Foundation Iublication No. 3.--rNew York: 
The IVIacmillan Company t 1926), pp. viiit3l7. 
8Clifford R. Shaw, Delinquency Areas (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago fress, 1929), p. 214. 
CHA1?TER IV 
THE INVESTIGATION 
This study deals with the adjustment or lack of adjust-
ment of one hundred girls transferred to the Washington Branch-
Montefiore School because of truancy, delinquency or both. 
The first problem which confronted the writer was the 
determination of the criteria for successful adjustment or for 
failure, following attendance at Washington Branch School. The 
latter could be adjudged on the basis of the girl's eventual 
commitment by the Juvenile Oourt to a corrective institution, 
such as the Chicago larental School, the House of the Good 
Shepherd, the Illinois State Training School for Girls at Geneva, 
or the Chicago Rome for Girls. This seemed objective and accept-
able, but there was no similar objective means for determining 
adjustment since the majority of the girls leave to take a job 
as soon as they become sixteen and there has been no arrangement 
for follow-up. 
At length this plan evolved: A list of five items pur-
porting to measure adjustment was submitted to the five teachers 
of the school with the invitation to add more if they wished. 
They contributed four more which resulted in this list: (1) 
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regular school attendance; (2) competent self-direction; (3) 
willingness to conform to school rules; (4) industry in school 
work; (5) cooperation in the classroom; (6) submergence of the 
ego into that of the group; (7) a cheerful disposition; (8) a 
calm attitude; (9) a tolerant attitude toward others. 
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The teachers rated these items for importance by means 
of check lists and arrived at 100 per cent agreement on the fol-
lowing three: (1) regular school attendance; (2) industry in 
school work; (3) cooperation in the classroom. Therefore, these 
became the basis on which the adjusted girls were selected. 
By regular school attendance is meant daily attendance 
with no absences unless the pupil is sick enough to have a 
doctor. A written slip from a doctor is the only excuse accepted 
because the school is equipped to take care of any girl suffering 
from a minor illness such as headache, backache, cramps, tooth-
ache, etc. A room off the school office holds cots, qlankets, 
and first aid supplies. 
If a pupil completes her class assignments or makes a 
serious effort to do so, she is considered satisfactory in 
industry. 
Cooperation in the classroom, as it is used here, 
means the ability to get along well with teachers and classmates. 
This requires a sense of responsibility and coneideration for 
others. 
From a check list of 206 girls, fifty received 
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unanimous agreement from the teachers as conforminE to these 
requirements. Not every girl was weak in all three items at the 
time of entry, but each girl had to be strong in all three at 
the time of rating in order to meet these standards. 
For instance, when ~;IJ enrolled, she was a good worker 
and cooperative when present, cut her attendance was so infre-
quent that she had failed in every subject during the semester 
preceding her transfer. 
HBJ, on the other hand, was never truant, cut she 
wouldn't try to accomplish the 'work assigned in the classroom 
nor would she cooperate willingly with anyone. 
Having obtained a list of one hundred girls, fifty who 
had adjusted and fifty who had not, the next step was to select 
the factors which might have affected their adjustment or lack 
of it. The School ?roblem Report, sent by the school effecting 
the transfer, and the case history tru~en at enrollment were 
available. The writer decided to list all factors or categories 
offered by the material, to check their frequency and, on the 
basis of the differences in frequency for the fifty who adjusted 
and the fifty who failed to adjust, to select the factors for 




LIST OF FAC'l'ORS TAKEN FROM SCHOOL RECORDS AVAILABLE AT ENROLLMENT 
OF ONE HUNDRED DELINQUENT GIRLS IN THE 
WASHINGTON BRANCH-MONTEFIORE SCHOOL 
Factors from Frequency for Frequency Differ-
School Records Successful for Failure ence 
Group of 50 Group of 50 
1. Problem other than 
Truancy 9 39 30 
2. High School Placement 39 22 17 
3. Previous Court Record 8 23 15 
4. Physical Handicap 9 21 12 
5. A Deserting Parent 2 13 11 
6. An Alcoholic Parent 3 12 9 
7. Oldest Child in Family 7 13 6 
8. Youngest Child 17 11 6 
9. Foster Home Placement 2 6 4 
10. One Parent Dead 12 15 3 
11. Only Child in Family 4 2 2 
12. Stepmother or Stepfather 
in Family 11 13 2 
13. Mother Employed Outside 
the Home 16 18 2 
14. In-Between Child 22 24 2 
15. Average Number of Months 
Enrolled at School 8 7 1 
16. Parents Separated or 
Divorced 14 13 1 
17. Average Number of Schools 
Attended Previously 45 44 1 
These factors will be explained in detail in Chapter V. under 
Analysis of Data. 
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The naturA of the one hune,rell. girls involved in this 
study t the fifty who adjuf'!t9d to the ':iashington :3ranch-:lontefiore 
School and the fifty who did not, may not be very clear. JJet us 
compare the tYJO groul;s in several J)articulars: the avc")rage age 
of the tyW [roups, their race and nationality, church adherence t 
economic si tuation (vJheth'3r finarcia11y secure or dependent on 
total or partial relief); also the relation between tYl'e of 
neighborhood in which the [drls live and their ccdjustment. These 
factors should ti ve us a picture of th8 backgrour,d fro1!l vvhich the 
girls COIne. 
::?irst, let us C01lPi:jer the age of the tl'O groups: The 
range of ages in the succ9P·p:fu1 STOUp is from ten years, no 
months, to fifteen years, six months. The averaee age is 
fourteen years, six Elonths; stanc9.8.rd deviat j on is 1.25. ~lor the 
grou'o who failed to adj nst to the/!ash inston Branch-:clont efiore 
School, the average age is fifteen years, three months; stanlard 
deviation is 1.27; and thn rcnge is from eleven years, six 
Y.1onths, to fift'''en ;STears, nine months. 2:-'rO!~l these fi8ures it 
appears that the ,cirl who ert8rs the school at the younger age is 
('lore likely to Y!lali::e a S1.1ccepsfu1 a<'lju.stE18Ilt. ~hif' seerlS 10[ica1 
as the school has a 1011fer t L:1e to ,;~:o I'll: v;i tt the ~,upi 1 before 2he 
is sixteen, v;l,en, accordinf to ::h? CorrmulFory ~=Lluc8.tjo:n Law, ehe 
firmly fixed at tn p yonnE'er ape 8S the~7 v;onlcl C8 even nine 
:nonths later. 
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An effort was made to explore the race and nationality 
of the two groups. However, many of the girls did not seem very 
sure about the family backgroll1d, and in many cases there was a 
considerable mixture of race and/or nationality. Three di vi-
sions can be accurately made: Those girls who unhesitatingly 
claimed foreign descent; those who weren't sure and are conse-
CJ.uently called ttA."1TIerican ':llii t e sl1; and those who are A1J1erican 
regroes. The following table shows the comparison: 
TABLB II 
RACE MID NATIONALITY GROU?IlTG POR TID; :trIFTY GIRLS ';7IIO AiJJUSTZD 
AT THE WASHIlTG1:OIT J3RAJ:TCH-MOlTTEP rORE SCHOOL .AlJD Th-rz If IFTY 
Race or rationality 
Foreign De scent 
American Negro 
American Vlhi te 
Total 










The results of this sample would 












nationality do not playa significant part in a girl's adjustment 
to the Washington Branch-Montefiore School. 
Each girl was asked t "What church does your family 
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attend?1t The answers to this question show the following reli-
gious backgrounds (or absence of such) for the pupils: 
TABLE III 
CHURCH ADIr::~m~~:c::; OF OUE HUNDRBD DELINQu.:;::1TT GIRLS WHO .h.TT5HDED 
WASHIJ:TGTON BRMTCH-l:,IOlTTEFIORE SCHOOL 
IN RELATIOn TO SCHOOL ADJUSTIvlS]';TT 
Successful Group of Fifty Unsuccessful Group of Fifty 
Church Iro. Attending % No. Attending '1 ;0 
Catholic 22 44 21 42 
Protestant 18 36 14 28 
h'vIixed 2 4 3 6 
Jewish 0 0 3 6 
1Ione 8 16 9 18 
Total 50 100 50 100 
From this one is forced to conclude that church adher-, 
ei1ce is not associated closely with the adjustment of this partic-
ular group of girls at the Washington Branch-Montefiore School. 
About as many girls who attend church fail as succeed in adjust-
ment, and about as many non-attenders succeed as fail. Hence, 
for the purposes of this study, church attendance cannot be con-
sidered closely related. 
r 
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An effort was made to determine the occupations of the 
father and mother in each family, but in frequent cases the 
pupil didn't know or wasn't willing to tell. The data were 
incomplete. However, an idea of economic status was derived 
from the housing conditions of the family unit, the number of 
families receiving total or partial relief, and by a considera-
tion of the type of neighborhood where the family resided. 
The average room space per member of the family in the 
successful group was .68 of a room. In the unsuccessful group 
it was .65. These averages are so close that they preclude any 
relationship to adjustment in the school. (It should be noted 
that housing conditions were very poor when this information was 
obtained. Consequently, this factor may not provide a reliable 
index of economic means.) 
The ability of the family to provide for itself finan-
cially is doubtless a sounder criterion. From the records the 
total and partial relief given the families of the two groups by 
any social agency is shown in the table ~ich follows: 
TABLE IV 
RELIEF JJ'URnISIED mill HmTDRED DELINQUENT GIRLS .AIID JOR THEIR 
FAMILIES Dr REL.ATION TO TEE ADJUSTI:ill.:rT OF THESE GIRLS 
TO THE WASH DWTOIT BRMTOH-1I'10NT~FIOR2 SCHOOL 
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Illinois Public Aid Comm., 
Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren 
Chicago Dept. of Welfare 
Jewish Children's Bureau 
Halsted Institutional 
Church 
School Children's Aid 
Society 
Big Sisters 
Ill. Dept. of Public Wel-
fare, Div. of Rehabili-
tation of Women and 
Girls 











































Assistance from the Illinois £ublic Aid Commission, the 
Chicago Department of 'Helfare, the Jewish Children f s Bureau and 
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the Juvenile Court represented the total maintenance of the girl 
in foster home placem.ent, or of the family in their tenement. 
The School Children's Aid Society and the Big Sisters gave 
clothes only, and the Halsted Institutional Church, in the case 
it helped, supplied lodgine and clothing. 
Nearly three times as many girls in the unsuccessful 
group were the recipients of relief as received help in the 211C-
cessful group. This factor seems to be clo!"'?J~T associated with 
difficulty in adjustment in the Washington Branch-Iv1ontefj.cre 
School. 
The neighborhoods in which the girls liv~ ~re typed, 
in this study, as industrial, commercial, and residential. 
Industrial means, as used here, a neighborhood where factories 
and manufacturing plants flourish with poor-type tenements 
sprinkled in between. A commercial type of neighborhood, as we 
refer to it, is one in which small shops and stores occupy the 
first floor of the buildings and tenants fill up the second, 
third and fourth floors (whatever number of stories there are). 
By contrast, a residential neighborhood has only family dwellings 
and/or apartment houses with a corner grocery store or basement 
food shop appearing at intervals. Table IV shows that there is 
little difference in the type of neighborhood inhabited by the 
two groups. Hence we shall conclude that this factor does not 
affect adjustment of these one hundred girls in the ".'Jashington 
13ranch-Montefiore School. 
Type of Peiehborhood 
Industrial 
Commercial 















From our tables it is evi~ent ttat tbe racq Eyd nation-
ality of these one hundred. fi.rls had no notao10 e.fj'pct on their 
school acJ.j1)_stu~nt; neither (".id their church attf?nc18I1Ce or non-
8.ttendc:~nc;e. A lov; economic status for both groups is noticeable 
fro:1 Tables III, IV aYl(l V. Housjnt con:Htions an1 -~,~7pe of neith-
corhoor"i are very similar for both Groups t but the nUY~1ber of indj.-
riciuc.ls 0.11:: farlilies 1i vine i.n a delienuent econornic envi.rorr'lent 
is markedly [,r"'ater for tl:8 girls who i'8.il!:>d to a,jjust to the 
1"equir"-'Elen t s of the ·.7ash inCt on Br::'lTIch-Eontef lor e School. 
CH.A.?TBR V 
.A .. T:TALYSIS OF DATA 
As a help in the analysis of the factors selected from 
the material available, the chi-square technique l of Karl 
Eearson was chosen. This technique is especially useful in 
testing hypotheses about the data of frequencies if the size of 
the sample is at least fifty and the number of hypothetical fre-
quencies is at least ten. 2 
lJ. ? Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in PSYChOlOgr and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1942 t 
pp. 167-73. 
2John Gray Peatman, Descriptive and Sampling Statis-
tics (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947},pp. 424-31: Having 
ser-up hypothetical frequencies for our problem, we compute chi-
square by the following steps: 
"1. The difference between the hypothetical and the 
sample frequencies is determined for each category or class. 
2. 3ach of the differences per category or class is 
squared. 
3. The ratio of the resulting squares to the hypo-
thetical frequency per category or class is obtained. 
4. These ratios are added to give the value of chi-
square for the hypothesis tested. Thus by formula": 
t' [( fo-fe) 2] 
x =L [ fe 
x2 = chi-square 
fo = observed frequencies 
fe • estimated or hypothetic~l frequencies 
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In computing chi-square, we make a null hypothesis3 
which assumes that, whenever things are measured, nothing but 
the laws of chance are operating. It is particularly applicable 
to this study because it presupposes a purely chance distribu-
tion of frequencies into at least two classes. If this hypothe-
sis cannot be disproved, we cannot say that more than chance 
factors alone are operating. If it can be rejected, then we may 
state that determining factors other than cl-:ance factors account 
for at least part of the reeult. 
It is necessary to find the degree of freedom4 before 
we can compute chi-square. In this case it is one. 5 
Havine decided u::!on our statistical technique, we 
shall apply it to the first fourteen factors or categories 
listed in Table V. These first fourteen factors are chosen 
because they yield a difference of two or more between the two 
O ~ o·f g. rl~ +}le ·Pl·-f'+:y v';ho adJ·usted to the -.7ashin 0 ton :Branch-€': r up.... _ '.l ,-., u ~ -'- v t: 
:.:ontefiore School and the fifty who did not. 
Girls of both groups having a problem other than tru-
ancy at the time of enroll~ent are cOTIPidered first. 
3Guilford, 0·0. cit., p. 156. 
--""'- --
4Peatman, OPe cit., p. 428: fld.f. = n classr.:>s or cate-
00ries minus n constraints imnosed by the hypothesis." 
5Guilford, 0tb cit., p. 169: HIn a fourfold table 
Euch as we hav,? herp, c ere-is only one degree of freedom. 11 
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?roblems Other Than Truancy 
A School Problem Rpport co~es with each girl ~h8n she 
transfers to the ~7ashington Dra-cC'h-lJontefiore School. It lists 
the problems of the girl. Truancy is the r:Of"T ~ommon, but we 
finel it comparatively easy to han(Up lml.ess complicated by other 
difficulties. Hence, in this study, we make a division between 
those girls with the problem of truancy only when they enroll 
and those with one or more of the following problems: fiEhting, 
runnin[ away from home, drirking, sex delinquency, habitual 
lying, and incorrigi"tility (continuous diso"tedience 0;[' school 
rules). 
Computinf chi-square as a test of significance, we 



















Chi-Square 3quals - 36.04 
(This chi-square will be evaluated for 8i[r.ificance at the end 
of this chapter along TIith the chi-squares for the other thir-
teen factors.) 
B. Conditions in the Home 
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In checking case records, it r~ec&me evident that a 
variety of home concli tions l!1ight aftAct a girl r s adjustment. 
many parent s Y,ere separated, lege.lly or otherwi se; in some fami-
lies a father or mother had died, leaving one parent to shoulder 
the double burden, or a stepmother or stepfather had joined the 
family troup. Somet ime s a parent had de serted, or a child had 
had to be pl,aced in a foster home. Since anproximately as many 
girls adjusted v,Tell as did poorly among those whose parents had 
separated, that factor was omitted from statistical analysis, 
but for the other factors mentioned we shall determine where the 
differences between our two froups can be attributed to chance 
or whether there is some contingent relationship. 
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TABLZ VII 
fo fe (fo-fe)2 fe 
Adjusted 2 7.5 4.03 
Desertion 
Non-Adjusted 13 7.5 4.03 
Adjusted 48 42.5 .71 
no Desertion 
Hon-Adjusted 37 42.5 .71 
Chi-Square Equals - 9.48 
TABu!; VIII 
SCHOOL ADJUST~\;317T VS. DEATH OF .i:AR2pr 
fo fe (fo-.fe) 2 Ie 
Adjusted 12 13.5 .166 
Death 
Hon-Adjusted 15 13.5 .166 
Adjusted 38 3.65 .062 
no Death 
:I'Ton-Adjust ed 35 3.65 .062 

























Chi-Square Equals - .218 




Adjusted 2 4 1 
Foster Home 
Non-Adjusted 6 4 1 
Adjusted 48 46 .086 
No Foster Home 
lIon-Adjusted 44 46 .086 
Chi-Square Equals - 2.17 
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c. High School Ilacement 
The Washington Branch-Montefiore School gives instruc-
tion in the elementary grades and through the first three years 
of high school. Would not a girl who reaches high school be 
likely to adjust better to school than one who has not experi-
enced the social prestige such academic standing gives? 
With this question in mind the writer decided to deter-
mine the amount of discrepancy between the expected chance 
effect of high school placement and the observed effect. 
T.ABL~ XI 
SCHOOL ADJUsrrI,;:~rT VS. HIGH SCHOOL .PLAC=:,f~lTT 
High School 




















Chi-Square Equals - 12.12 
D. Previous Juvenile Court Records 
Frequently girls have been referred to the Juvenile 
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Court by parents, school authorities, neighcors, police officer 
or some social agency before they have been transferred to the 
;'lashington Branch-l.Iontefiore School. This indicates that the 
girl has had some sophistication iL delinquency which would be 
likely to'retard her adjustment at our school. 
It is true that some of the cases considered earlier 
under the category of niroblems Other Than Truancy~t may overlap 
with some of the cases considered here, but often girls whose 
problems warranted reference to the Juvenile Court had never 
been r9ferred. This explains why these two categories are con-









Chi-Square Equals - 10.50 
~. Alcoholic £arent 
Prom the case records it was learned that alcoholism 
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entered into thl'? family picture more often with the gj.rls who 
failed to adjust than with those who adjusted. 
The example given earlier of an unsuccessful case 
shows how alcoholism can affect -the life of a girl. This is a 
rather extreme case due to the fact that the other parent was too 
ill to o-':fer his children any security or stability, but in 
every instance where alcoholism enters a family it seems to 
create an unusually hard problem for the offsprinE. It impover-
ishes the fa::..'lily and at the same time damages the children's 
pride in their paren~s and their own self respect. They fre-



















Chi-S~uare 3quals - 6.34 
]'l. ~Eh3Tsical Handicap 
By physical handical) we mean lamenef:;s, crossed eyes, 
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extreme obesity, pronounced. facjal acne, or an,)! corJjtion which 
causes a gtrl to bo? unl)leasantly consrJtcuous. l'ituitary glandu-
lar trouble t which means tn terr:J.s of the layman pxtreme physical 
development, is such a concUtion. A girl so affected will COT:1-
morly be ta}:en for 8iehteen or nineteen when she is fourteen or 
fifteen. ",1hen her :.Darents 1'9fus8 to treat her as outsiders do, 
because they know the truth, the girl often becomes resentful 
and delinquent (very fre~uently a sex delinquent). 
The handicaps in the tv~o groups bre2.k down into the 
followinf: divisions: 
T.A.BL3 XIV 
PHYSIOAL H.tU-:-JIO.AJ? SO:; ore: EIDTDR3D DBLTITCJT'TT GIRLS 
Handicap 



























SGHOOL i~ .. [)JUST:f:::,Er:::' VS. :EHYSIG,AL HA.T:TDI CJU? 
fo fe (fo-fe) 2 fe 
2.4 
2.4 
Chi-Square 3guals - 6.86 
G. .Location in Family 
Many psycholofdsts attach considerable importance to a 
child's location in the family, whether he is the first born, an 
in-between, the 'baby of the family, or an only child. If this 
is important, it might have a bearing on a girl's success or 
failure in school. Frequently the oldest child is expected to 
take more responsibility than any of the other children; the 
youngest child is often spojled by parents and older siblings; 
the in-between child may have difficulty in finding his place 
with the pace-setters ahead and the babies below him who secure 
more attention because of their need; while egocentricity may 
mark the only child who has never had to share or make constant 
adjustment to other children. 





















Chi-Square Equals - 2.250 
TABL"3: XVII 



















Chi-Square Equals - .160 
TABLE XVIII 
























Chi-Square Equals - 1.78 
TABL3 XIX 




Adjusted 4 3 .33 
Only Child 
:Non-Adjusted 2 2 .33 
Adjusted 46 47 .021 
!rot Only Child 
Han-Adjusted 48 47 .021 
Chi-Square :Equals - .702 
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H. I1:other Employed Outside the Home 
lvIany mothers work in industry or in the profe ssion s 
these days, and we read numerous articles relating this phenome-
non to the delinquency of their children. In the case of our 
one hundred girls there was little difference in the number of 
families where the mother was employed: eighteen cases among 
the unadjusted as compared with sixteen caso,s among those who 
























Chi-Square Equals - .178 
:Now let us examine our computed chi-squares for our 
fourteen factors, noting their probability values which deter-
raine whether we have proved or disproved our null hypothesis in 
some or all cases. 
Cateeory or ?actor 
1. Problems Other Than Truancy 
2. Hieh School Placement 
3. Previous Court Record 
4. One Parent Deserted 
5. :Physical Handicap 
6. One i?arent an Alcoholic 
7. Oldest Child in Family 
8. Foster Home Placement 
9. Youngest Child in j 1 amily 
10. On1~7 Child in Fami1~7 
11. One Parent Dead 
12. One c3tep-:?arent 
13. I.lother Employed 
































Our null hypotheeis presurroses ~)hat the correlation 
coefficient for a univ~rse is zero; that there are no determining 
factors operating; just chance factors. 6 
In this investigation we have accepted a 5 per cent 
confidence criterion for likely results for our hypothesis 
(p = .05). This criterion "is indicative of a result that is 
acout as likely as getting all heads in a toss of four or five 
coins ... 7 Expre ssed in another way, it means thE,t a chi- square 
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as large as 3.841 could occur by chance alone only five times in 
a hundred. 
According to this 5 per cent level of confidence, we 
reject the null hypothesis of no difference between the two 
groups for the first six factors in Table XXI and instead regard 
them as very significant. The significant factors are: 
1. Problems Other Than Truancy 
2. High School .Placement 
3. Previous Juvenile Court Record 
4. One Parent Deserted 
5. .Physical Handicap 
6. Parent an Alcoholic 
The}? values rule out chance as the determing factors in the 
association of these categories with adjustment at the Washington 
Branch-l1ontefiore School. Therefore, it is extremely likely 
that causal relationship8 exist between them. 
6:peatman t ~. cit., p. 384. 
7Ibid ., p. 366. 
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~\. behavior probler:1 other the,n truancy (such as fieht-
inE:, runnine away from hO['1e, drinkine, sex delin(lUtmcy, bacitual 
lying, stealing, end/or continuous ::isocedience of school rules), 
complicates the pro clem of school adjustment, in the experience 
of this writer, because of the longer time element it indicates 
in the pre_ct i Ct3 of bad habit s. Truancy is usually the ceginninE: 
of delil1quAnc~7 • Other forr.'18 of "bad IT behavior develop from it, 
and if one is fortunate enough to have the [irl enroll cefore 
thp idle tirne offered by trU8Jr :cy has cred any of th::> proclerns 
mentioTled acove, it is loeics.l to eXI'ect an easi8r adjustr~lcnt to 
school. '::xperience at ','lash ington :Br811 ch-I':ont eftore School ha s 
borne out this exrectation; it has proved noticeacly easier, 
other factors being equal, for the girls Viho had no proclems 
other than truancy to make a satis:factory school adjustment. 
Rieh school placement seems to help a girl adjust to 
the requirements of '.1ashington Branch-:lontefjore School. It is 
difficult to say why. Iossicly it's because of the erec:~tAr con-
fidence in her ability to succeed which 8uch achiev8rner.t eives. 
It imnlies less retardation _in basic school sucjects. 7ith fair 
SU.CC8SS in acaci.emic work, a firl is 8.!Jt to eXT'erience 8. better 
relationship with her teachers. All of these thinGS seem to com-
bine to give a girl more courage to tackle other problems, hence 
makes her adjustment ,to Dur school easier than it is for a [irl 
of equal age and a-bili ty who, thrOUGh illne ss, arnot ional clockage, 
truancy, etc., has not achieved high school placement. 
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According to the observation of the writer, a previous 
record at the Juvenile Court (this means that the cOTIplaint 
against the girl was lodged before she enrolled at Vlashington 
Branch-Montefiore School and that the case is still active) more 
often than not casts a stigma on the girl and labels her in her 
own thinkin€' and in the minds of her associates as "bad." This 
has a very detrimental effect. One would think that such things 
might be kept secret, but when a girl is absent for court attend-
ance, some other girl is sure to see her there, and it "leaks 
out n in a surprisine number of cases. Certain girls become 
boastful about their experi~nces in the Detention Home or before 
the Judge (usually those most sensitive, who are hurt so deeply 
that they seek a "cover-up n; or they use it as a ret aliat ion 
toward those who try to coerce or punish them into contrition 
and right doing). In any case, the previous Juvenile Court 
record, and the attitude it engenders, unquestionably makes a 
girl's adjustment to our school more difficult, in spite of the 
help and support which some of the probation officers succeed in 
giving th9 individual girl. 
It was a great surprise to the writer to find that the 
desertion of a parent was a more significant factor in her 
adjustment to school than if the parents had been separated by 
divorce or death. The writer had previously §trouped desertion 
with the other conditions summarized in the term, IIbroken home. 11 
In the future special observation will attach to the cases where 
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-a parent has deserted in an effort to learn why this presents 
particular difficulty. 
J 
~<IDy physical handicap adds to a girl's self-conscious-
ness and increases her feeling of inferiority, in the experience 
of the w.riter. If a girl is lame, cross-e;)7ed, too "fat, It too 
rtskinny, rt etc., other youngsters poke fun 2_t her, and she seems 
unable to do as well as she could do otherwise. It is hard for 
a handicapIl'?d person to B_vojd self-rli ty, ar,c1 since self-pity 
saps the courage , it is easy to see why a physical handicap 
makes it harder to adjust to our school. 
Another stigma of inferiority for a girl to face is 
alcoholis~ in either parent, according to the cases the writer 
has observed. The home is unstable, frequently there is nothing 
to eat, often beatings and brutc"31ity greet her when she arrives 
from school, or her sleep is a'\'i2,kened by oaths and curses or 
actual blows. Such girls are frequently so disturbed emotion-
ally that they seem to have lost all power of concentration on 
school work; they Etre lJreS'3nt in body but not in mind; the 
teacher has to arouse theD from daydreams or soothe their seem-
ingly unreasonable irritations as the least little thing "sets 
them off." This condit ion in the home does make it noticeably 
harder for the girl to adjust. This is a good example of how 
helpful a study such as this can be, for even though the writer 
knew these facts, Shel had not previously singled out this factor 
as having particular significance. In the future the writer will 
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have greater awareness of the relationship which exists between 
school adjustment and alcoholism. 
The other factors in Table XXI CUos. 7 through 14) be-
come insignificant in this investigation because their I values 
do not rule out chance: Our sample results are not reliably 
greater than zero. Hence, our hypothesis cannot be rejected, and 
we must admit that the association is likely to exist on the 
basis of chance alone. 
I. A Change of Statistical Technique 
Since the success or failure of the girls at '.1ashing~ 
ton Branch-Montefiore School represents a dichotomized variable 
and their I. Q. score s are continuously di stributed, the biserial 
method of correlation has been chosen to analyze the relation-
ship between the two. B 
The formula for biserial r used in this investigation 
BGuili'ord, gg.. cit., p. 237: TIThe biserial r is espe-
c ially de signed to taKe care of 8.. 8i tuat ion in which both of the 
variables correlated are really contjJlUously measurable, but one 
of the two is for some reason I'8(~ucecf to two categories .1' 
?eatman, 01). cit., p. 259: "The method is based on the assump-
tion that-the-variable which is dichotomized would, if quantita-
tively differentiated, yield the normal, bell-tYre of distribu-
tion." Guilford, 2E... cit., p_ 237: n ••• with zero correla-
tion there would be no difference between means, and the larger 
the difference between means the larger the correlation. 'f 
. 9 ~s : r bi Mp-hlt p 
= -t x t 
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J. Age 
It seemed that age l:1ight play a significarlt part in a 
girl J S adjust~lent to school, as the ability to reason usually 
increases as a child grows older and the purposes of school 
training ehould become more obvious. Hence the biserial coeffi-
cient of correlation was found for the tv,o cateeories, the 
adjusted girls and the unadjusted. 
Our formula lO revealed the correlation to be .19 i .07. 
This so small as to be both insifniiicant and unreliable. ll It 
9Ibid ., p. 239; 




the dichotomous variable. 
mean of the distribution of scores of the total group. 
proportion of the cases in the higher group. 
the value of the ordinate on a normal curve at the pOint 
that divides the total distribution into two parts. 
t = stanc,ard de viation of' the total sample in the cont inuously 
measured variable. 
Ibid., p. 33; before we can find biserial r, we have 
to set up afrequency distribution of the data, choose the l:1id-
tpoint of the class interval and determine the mean cy the srlOrt 
solution t for the successful group an(i for the total group. 
Ibid., p. 54; this short solution is extended to com-
pute the standard deviation for the total group by the following 
formula: 
0- = i i fN t 2 _ c' 2' = i ~ 





IIHerbert Sorenson, Statistics for Students of ~sychol­
ogy and Sducation (Hew York: lKcGraw-Hill '"l3Ook Company, Inc., 
1936J,p. 318: "To "be significant or dependable, a coefficient 
of correlation should be about four to six times its probable 
error." 
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shows that a girl's adjustment to the school in our groupS is 
successful or unsuccessful irrespective of age. 
K. I. Q. Score 
At enrollment in the Washington :i3ranch-Montefiore 
School, each girl is given a Kuhlman-Anderson test. In this 
study the I. Q. scores from these tests are comparAd for the 
group of fifty girls who successfully adjusted to the school and 
the fifty who failed to adjust. 
Applying Ollr formula,12 it is found by the biserial 
method of correlation that the relationship between I. Q. scores 
and adjustment is .33 i .06.13 It shows that a girl's mental 
ability as measured by the Kuhlman-Anderson test is not of great 
importance in determining her success or failure in the school. 
The correlation, though low, is fairly dependable. 
12Guilford, ££. cit., p. 54. 
13Sorenson, 9.E,.. cit., p. 318: ":p. E. 
2 
= 0.67451- r II 
N 
CHAlTER VI 
smvThlA...C:Y AlTD CmTCLUSIOnS 
This investigation undertook to study certain factors, 
such as age, physical handicap, I. ~. score s, etc., in relation 
to the success or failure in the school adjustment of one 
hundred delinquent girls YJho attended the ~1ashington Branch-
Montefiore School. The aim of this study was to determine 
whether it is possible to evaluate the ease or difficulty of 
adjustment at the time a girl enrolls in the school by noting 
the existence of certain factors specified in the School froblem 
Report and the Case History. 
We found that a significant association exists between 
ease or difficulty of adjustment and the following six factors: 
1. Behavior xroblems Other Than Truancy 
2. High School ?lacement 
3. .Previous Juvenile Court Record 
4. One :Parent Deserted 
5. ?hysical Handicap 
6. One i'arent an Alcoholic 
Any girl who has the habit of fighting, who runs away 
from home, engages in sex delinquency, lies habitually, or has 
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any serious behavior l"'roblem other than truancy or in addition 
to truancy will be likely to find her adjustment to the '3ashing-
ton Branch-Iviontefiore School more difficult to achieve tt an the 
girl who truants only. 
rrhe social prestige of having reached a high school 
placement, requiring as it does mental ability and EUfficient 
cooperation to have remained in school for over eight years, 
bears a very significant relationship to ease of adjustment. 
Other things be ine equal, a Cirl who has achieved high school 
placement will be more likel,Y to make a eood adjustment than a 
similar girl who hasn't reached high school. 
We also find that a previous Juvenile Court record 
adds to a girl's difficulty in adjusting to this school as it 
indicates greater sophistication in delinquency or dependence on 
the county. 
A girl whose father or mother has deserted the fa'TIily 
finds school adjustment at '.7ashington Branch harder than one 
whose home is unbroken or where the separation has come about 
through other cause s. 
Among our one hundred delinquent girls we find that any 
type of physical handicap makes it more difficult for the girl to 
meet school requiroment s than if she were healthy, strong, and/or 
attract i ve physically. 
Another difficulty for a girl at the ~ashington Branch-
Montefiore School which makes her adjustmpnt hard is an alc((j)holic 
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parent. Other things ce ine eguE..l, a girl whose I'arent skeel' 
sober will find it easier to adjust to our school than one whose 
father or mother has become an alcoholic. 
Comparing this list of six with the subjective list of 
five assumed before this study, which ~as: 
1. Normal Intelligence 
2. ITo :Problem Other Than Truancy 
3. Uncroken Home 
4. 1:0 i:hysical Handicap 
5. Religious Backfround 
,',8 find that the absence of a problem other the..n truancy B.nd the 
absence of a physical handicap both proved e,ienificant in suc-
cessful adjustment. A girl's intellitc:.nce and her relieious 
background were not factors which could be counted upon as 
affecting adjustment in this particular group of one hundred 
rirls. 
As far as prediction goes, one must remember what 
IJinqquist saysl: liThe oc served correlation may suggest a cause-
and-effect relat ionship, bn< ce.n never prove that it exi st 8, or 
show in what degree it exists.1t However, in the cases where a 
significant relat'ioTlship iE~ shown by statistics which bears out 
10eic 2~Y'r3. y,10rking experience, it is reasonac1e to predict type of 
IE. F. Lindouist, A First Course in Statistics (Revised 
ed.; Boston: EoughtOl; I:':Iiff1in Comrlany, 1942), p. 204. 
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adjustment, whether it is likely to be easy or whether it is 
likely to be very difficult. 
Six of the factors analyzed in this study may be said 
to have predictive value, but again a word of caution is neces-
sary. Ylhen one is dealing with human beings, it is important 
not to make hard and fast predictions. It would be very unwise 
to take it for granted that a girl who had a constellation of 
all the predictive factors in her environment would not make a 
successful adjustment. ':my? Because every individual is unique 
and possessed of free will. Statistical data are true only of 
the individual as related to a group. Consequently in a})plying 
the findings of this study, the writer will not "jump at conclu-
sions" but will be on the lookout for every characteristic wh ich 
might cO~U1teract predicted difficulties. 
Due to the fact that this investigation utilized data 
already collected in the case histories of a hundred pupils, 
rather than informat ion derived out of an experiment planned 
before the case histories were taken, certain inadequacies are 
inherent. And since the number of cases studied is small, the 
results are limited to the group studied. 
revertheless this investigation has seemed worth while 
as it will be helpful in the work of the ';Vashinston .Branch-Monte-
fiore School, and it is hoped that it will st imulate similar stu-
dies with other delinquents. There is much room for further 
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S.A:,u?L~~S OF FOSlS US'~D IlT THIS 'TK.sSIS 
The School Problem Report, with Case History Report by 
Truant Officer stapled to it, is sent to the ':lashington 3ranch-
I,lontefiore School by mail after being passed by the Superintend-
ent of Special ::ducat ion, t:rary :s. Courtenay. It provide s a 
sanction for the acceptance of the transferring pupil when the 
truant officer brinEs her to our school. It provides initial 
information concerning the girl's personal problems and her 
family background. 
The llontefiore Case Record is the form filled in by the 
field adjustment teacher when she enrolls a new pupil in the 
i"lashington 3ranch-1,lontefiore School. It reinforces Gome of the 
information gained from the :3chool froblem Report and frequently 
contradicts other parts of it as the pupil is encouraged to 
discuss her personal problems and ller family situation as they 
appear to her. Previous informe:tion repres.:::ntell. the viewpoint 
of her teachers, her principal and her truant officer. 
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Table IV Distribution of Chi-Square (£eatman, p. 515) 
(Abridged from Table IV o:f :eisher, Statistical Tables 
for Biological , Agricultural and :=edicf~l Research, 
Oliver ,& Boyd, IJtd., ~dinburghl 
Probability: P 
d.f •• 99 .95 .90 .50 .30 .20 .10 .05 .02 .01 .001 
1 .00 .00 .02 .46 1.07 1.64 2.71 ~.84 5.41 6.64 10.83 






(P2atman, p. 508) 
Ordine·.te 
y 
.3989 
